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Training Classes

The next ADINA-AUI training course will be
held at ADINA R & D on November 14-15, 2002.
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We hope that you had a good summer (or winter),
although Mother Nature treated some regions
better than others. At ADINA R & D, we have been
very busy working towards the release of the
ADINA System 8.0.

In this newsletter, we present some solution
capabilities in ADINA 8.0 that were not available or
not as effective in ADINA 7.5.

Fluid Structure Interaction
with Thermal and Porous Coupling

In a standard ADINA fluid structure interaction (FSI)
analysis (with Navier-Stokes fluid), fluid velocities
and pressure, and structural displacements are
calculated using the ADINA-FSI program module.

In ADINA 8.0, an FSI problem can also include
thermal and porous effects. These two options can
be used together or by themselves. Hence, in
ADINA 8.0, the following types of FSI analysis are
possible (all within one program module).

� Standard FSI
� FSI with thermal coupling (TFSI)
� FSI with porous coupling (PFSI)
� FSI with thermal and porous coupling (TPFSI)

In Figure 1(a), we show an example of a TPFSI
problem that is analyzed using ADINA 8.0. Fluid
flows from the left of the flexible curved pipe and
passes through a porous filter before flowing out of
the pipe.

In addition to the forces and displacements
coupled at the fluid structure boundaries, the
effects of the temperature field in the curved pipe,
and the effects of the temperature and pore pres-
sure in the porous filter are properly taken into
account in the analysis. Figure 1(b) shows the
temperature distribution on a cut section of the
curved pipe and porous filter.

Figure 1: 3-D Fluid Structure Interaction Analysis
with Thermal and Porous Effects
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Fluid Structure Interaction with
Subsonic Potential-Based Fluid

In contrast with the ADINA-FSI program which is
used for FSI analysis involving Navier-Stokes fluids,
the ADINA structural program can be used for FSI
analysis which involves an inviscid fluid only.

In ADINA 7.5, the inviscid fluid can only be used as
an acoustic fluid (i.e. no fluid flow allowed). In
ADINA 8.0, a subsonic potential-based formulation
is implemented which allows actual flow of the
inviscid fluid. This new capability is demonstrated
in the analysis of an idealized light water nuclear
reactor shown in Figure 2(a).

An important consideration in the analysis of light
water nuclear reactors is the response of the core
barrel and pressure vessel resulting from the loss
of coolant in a pressurized water reactor. The HDR
(Heissdampfreactor) safety project in Germany
was developed to provide experimental verification
for analysis programs. Experimental and numerical
results from this project are well documented.
Here, we use the subsonic potential-based formu-
lation for the analysis of one of the HDR models.

The finite element model comprises shell, 3-D
solid, and 3-D fluid elements as indicated in Figure
2(a). Of significance is that the interface elements
between the structure and fluid elements are all
automatically generated.

The analysis is performed in two runs. In the first
run, pressure is applied to the pipe outlet. The
pressurized fluid causes structural deformations.
In the second run, the pressure is suddenly low-
ered at the outlet, causing a decompression wave
through the fluid and unbalanced loads on the core
barrel. The circumferential strains on the core
barrel obtained from this FSI analysis using the
subsonic potential-based formulation agree well
with results calculated using the ADINA-FSI analy-
sis capability assuming Navier-Stokes fluid and
experimental data [1]  (see Figure 2(b)).

[1] L. Wolf,  Experimental results of coupled fluid-structure
interactions during blowdown of the HDR-vessel and
comparisons with pre- and post-test predictions,
Nuclear Engineering and Design 1982(70): 269-308

Figure 2: Analysis of a Light Water Nuclear Reactor
using the Subsonic Potential-Based Formulation
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Explicit Solution Capability

ADINA is well known for its state-of-the-art analysis
capabilities using implicit time integration. On the
other hand, the explicit time integration option in
ADINA is relatively unknown. Some may not even
be aware that such an option is available in ADINA.

We have regularly emphasized the accuracy and
reliability of performing an implicit dynamic solution
for simulation of relatively slow processes, for
example, in sheet metal forming (December 2000
Newsletter) and roof crush of automobiles. In such
simulations, ADINA has been particularly effective.

However, we also recognize that the use of explicit
integration can be more efficient for simulation of
very fast events, for example, in a car crash.
Hence, in ADINA 8.0, we have made significant
improvements to the explicit solution capability.
Our goal is to make ADINA also very competitive
for the explicit solution of high velocity impact
problems.

As for implicit solution, the explicit solution in ADINA
is supported by these powerful features:

� reliable and high performance elements
� accurate contact, including self contact
� wide choice of material models
� automatic time step calculations
� parallel processing

In addition, the following aspects make the use of
the  ADINA explicit solution very attractive.

� The explicit solution capability is part of the
standard ADINA program module. There is no
additional license fee required.

� You can do a restart analysis from explicit to
implicit, or from statics and implicit dynamics to
explicit dynamics.

� No artificial (�fudge�) factors are used in order to
obtain a solution. The use of such factors gener-
ally leads to uncertainty in the reliability and
accuracy of the results.

Rigid Impactor

Steel Plate
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3(a) Initial Configuration

3(b) Intermediate Stage

3(c) Final Stage

Figure 3 shows a simple but challenging problem
that is solved with explicit time integration in ADINA
8.0. A rigid object impacts the vertical steel plate at
a velocity of 100 meters/second. The steel plate is
modeled with 4-node (MITC-4) shell elements with
the elasto-plastic material model and large strains.

Contact is modeled between the rigid impactor and
the steel plate, and self-contact is modeled for the
steel plate itself which has double-sided contact
surfaces.

The explicit solution is obtained without any need
for reduced integration, hourglass control, or mass
scaling.

For a detailed discussion on implicit and explicit
time integration schemes, please see Chapter 9 of
�Finite Element Procedures� by K.J. Bathe.

Figure 3: Explicit Solution of Rigid Object Impacting a
Vertical Steel Plate
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Figure 4: Simulation of Tissue Ablation by Joule Heating

Joule Heating in Fluid Flow Analysis

The new Joule heating capability in ADINA 8.0 is
used to analyze problems where heating of materi-
als occur due to an electric current. A common
application for this feature is the radio-frequency
(RF) ablation of tissues, used in the medical field
to treat cardiac arrhythmias (abnormal heartbeats)
and lesions in the brain.

Figure 4(a) shows the model used for the analysis.
The electrode tip is embedded in the tissue for a
60 seconds ablation cycle. On top of the tissue
there is a blood stream flowing perpendicularly to
the electrode and catheter axes.

The ablation is carried out by delivering a RF
current through the electrode embedded in the
treated tissue. The high current density around the
electrode tip induces volumetric heating in the
region due to the Joule effect.

The transient simulation predicts the evolution of
the temperature distribution in the tissue as well as
the blood (Figure 4(b)). It is important to ensure
that the temperature of the tissue surrounding the
electrode increases uniformly from 37 °C to above
50 °C. In particular, the temperature of the tissue
must never exceed 100 °C to avoid charring and
tissue micro-explosions.

Results from the analysis are used to optimize the
shape of the electrode to avoid undesirable hot
spots. The effects of different parameters such as
blood flow rates, ablation cycle duration and elec-
trode positioning can also be studied effectively.
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